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About This Game

Galaxy Reavers is a cutting edge full 3-dimensional space war strategy game

This is a fun yet challenging RTS game. To survive in the vast galaxy, you need to build up your own fleet and customize your
warships. You will also learn to control them efficiently in battle to defeat your enemies, conquer planets, and expand your

galactic empire!

KEY FEATURES

Galaxy Reavers is bound to shake your gaming experience with its exquisite graphics, stunning battle effects, well
designed warships and full 3-dimensional space battle! It’s the next generation RTS!

This game allows you to control warships to complete precise actions. With keyboard/mouse, you can command a
warship to rotate, accelerate, and even flank the enemies! As a commander, you need to be accurate and always one step
ahead to lead your fleet to victory!

Customize your fleet as you see fit! Get warships and equipment that suits your battle style. Along with the modular
device system, you can equip your warship with many different devices. It’s time to build your fleet and conquer the
galaxy!
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This game is about being DEATH and killing someone. You choose who exactly among those who are in the area you are able to
explore. You can walk around, talk with people and then stop time at any moment, walk to someone and press a key to kill that
character. This game is about choices and consequences. Every choice you make by not only killing someone, but just talking to
people and convincing them to do something (or not) will make a difference.
So what is GOOD about this game? Incredibly developed backstory and connection between what you do and what you get as a
result of your action. Graphics are nice and stylish, this can be told about the sound as well.
What's BAD about this game? Well, you have to read A LOT. Creators really tried to tell us as much about a situation as
possible, so there are lots of text sources explaining what's going on around the main character. So if you don't mind reading, it
isn't really bad. What's really bad is the fact that this game is short. It's long enough to show it's gameplay concept fully and
make you interested about it, but too short to fulfill your desire to experience more interesting situations.
Overall, I like it. While it's short, it was very entertaining for me, and I like to read, Since I have mostly positive impressions on
it, I can't do anything else but recommend it.. add moar songs, psyonoix pls. read the game's title
read the game's tags
giggled
 "action in dee space!" . The game has a couple of glaring issues at first impression which I was willing to look past since I
wasn’t on the lookout for something of the same calibre as L.A. Noir. But then some poor decisions in game design just made
these flaws worse. The graphics aren’t too flash hot which was fine until there were a close-up of people’s faces talking. Nothing
like the mechanical and rhythmic movements of individual’s mouth set in emotionless faces to really build suspense. The voice
acting was pretty poor to say the least, lacking emotion, or at least the correct emotion. The game is originally Italian, so poor
English voice-acting is understandable. This would not have been a huge deal if it hadn’t been coupled with the emotionless
faces.

For full review, visit:
http://icarusreviews.net/2014/03/21/brief-write-of-a-brief-flight-face-noir/. best video game soundtrack I have ever actually
heard, no\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 10\/10.. beautiful graphics
+ original and relaxing music
+ loveable cute cats
- don't know how to put this.. it's more like for kids? I like it, but I think some old buds won't appreciate that
- performance can be a real issue sometimes.... Good game. Nice Graphics just like a Retro.. I wanted to give it a thumbs up
before i actually started playing but then the system told me i cannot.
For those of you who are still thinking to buy or not - just buy it and enjoy!
Just be reminded the season pass is ridiculously priced so I'll probably pass. (no pun intended). Pixel Survivors is a nice little fun
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game.
It gets constant updates with new stuff and fixes.
It is not very complicated but thats why i like it.
Build around and see what works and what doesnt.
Totaly recomend this game also for such a price.
Had lots of fun with it.
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Good little game, fun for people who really enjoy MMORPG without any P2W crud or anything to complicated.. Too few for a
good match-game. Just click everywhere randomly until you got bored, and suddenly: game finished. 3/10. I felt like I was
smashing keys and smashing the left click every second. Still needs work! If you want a good hand work out and maybe carpal
tunnell this game is for you!. This is a pitiful excuse for a game and a disgrace for the genre. I clawed my way through it, and by
the time I was halfway through I was THIS close to going insane from:

-) the lousy voice acting
-) the wannabe funny dialogues, that end up being nothing short of awkwardly bad
-) the ludicrous story and
-) the disastrous "riddles".

Here's a random example of the latter: Find random "noisemaker" on the ground at a zoo, use it to lure a pair of DUCKS
halfway through Paris back to the Zoo so that the zookeeper will give you one of the baguettes he's convieniently sharing to feed
them, give baguette to homeless man who apparently spent his entire life waiting for such a selfless act and immediately turns
sober so that you can have his old booze, which you then use to be incarcerated for being drunk only to bust back out 5 minutes
later with about the lamest of explanations).

In short, this game tries, it really does. But it just falls short in pretty much every aspect that make an adventure game good, and
just makes for a very tedious experience of about 4 hours from start to finish. Avoid if you can.. Please come out with a full
version or some addons! This game is so fun!. Check this out boys!. Awesome!

Pros:
- very dynamic,
- interesting game modes,
- very pleasant graphics,
- fun maps,
- changing maps!
- music.

Cons:
- Couple of little bugs, not annoying
- Few maps (hope it will change in future updates). A pretty good "precision" platformer that is plays a lot like Super Meat Boy.
Compared to SMB, the control scheme is more complex, which gives it a higher learning curve at first, but I don't find it to be
too cluttered - it's manageable after a while. Controls are mostly tight, but I feel they maybe have a bit too much momentum
(especially under water) and sometimes demand too much precision (there is never an instance when you want to dash
horizontally and have the up direction pressed, so why is the time window for this input so short?). Hitboxes are sometimes
misalligned. Level design is inferior to SMB, sometimes you spend too much time just waiting around (a bother when replaying
a level repeatedly) and there are a lot of environmental gimmicks that interfere with your control - a bit annoying. The two boss
fights I had so far were nothing spectacular.

Overall, a pretty good effort though. If you're starved for a Super Meat Boy clone, and are willing to cut the devs some slack for
a few design shortfalls, you'll have fun.
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